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The extensive refurbishment of the existing “Board School” Victorian school, 
which is a Statutory Grade II Listed and Landmark Building, together with 

the creation of a new extension to create an early years cluster.

DESIGN OVERVIEW
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 The extension and the new 
spaces created flow seamlessly 
with the careful restoration and 
refurbishment of the existing 
building, which celebrates its  
140-year anniversary in 2021.  
It has been a pleasure to be 
involved in such an uplifting  
and transformative project from 
inception to completion.

SIMON SLATER
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR ARCHITECTURE, 
HAMSON BARRON SMITH
BSc (Arch), B Arch (Hons), ARB, RIAS, RIBA
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COLVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL, 
KENSINGTON 

In response to the Royal Borough of 
Kensington and Chelsea’s review of pupil 
places, it was decided to expand Colville  
Primary School, on Lonsdale Road in 
Kensington, London, from 1.5 to 2 
forms of entry. 

The site sits within the Colville 
Conservation Area and the school  
building itself is classified as a  
Statutory Grade II Listed Building  
and a Landmark Building. 

Following competition, Norse Consulting 
was appointed as the design team to 
develop proposals in 2015. Following 
a competitive tender, the team was 
appointed as technical advisers during 
four phases of construction involving two  
separate contractors. 

The strategy to provide the expansion 
involved into the significant refurbishment 
of the existing Victorian school and a  
new extension to create an early years’ 
cluster, with a total value of £5 million.

Each year group now has access to 
shared group rooms; new WCs have been 
provided throughout the premises and 
existing hall spaces have been arranged as 
dining, drama and sports uses. 

The project also required new services 
installations and acoustic treatment  
in addition to teaching walls in  
each classroom. 

PROJECT

The site is heavily 
constrained and 
surrounded by 
neighbouring buildings, 
therefore, ensuring  
the community was 
engaged was critical to 
the project’s success.

EXTERNAL OF COVILLE PRIMARY
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Today the ground floor at Colville Primary 
provides a flexible learning resource and  
ICT rich facility for the whole school.

The design strategy ensured that the 
education vision of the school, which 
required extensive reorganisation and 
provision of a range of teaching spaces, 
was balanced within a constrained  
budget, restricted site and Grade II 
Listing restrictions.

By repositioning the kitchen, it has 
been possible to relocate reception year 
classrooms from a two-storey, former 
laundry building to the heart of the 
school, where there is a new landscaped 
courtyard playground. 
 
Norse Consulting participated in open 
evening workshop events and public 
consultation to ensure support for  
the project. 

The construction phases were managed in 
such a way that allowed the school to stay 
open throughout the project. By creating 
a floor-by-floor, phasing strategy, and 

leaving the new build extension until last, 
a seamless transition was ensured. 
 
The new build extension has been 
designed and completed to provide 
energy efficiency.

It was essential for the 
children’s education 
to keep the school 
operational at all times 
and so Norse Consulting 
implemented a very 
successful phasing 
strategy.

KEY BENEFITS 

INTERNAL OF COVILLE PRIMARY
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